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Abstract:

The present paper deals with the study of static and dynamic analysis of transmission line tower (X type of bracing system). A typical type of transmission line tower carrying 220KV single circuit conductor is chosen as case study existing in bijapur district. The analysis and modeling of tower is carried out using FE based ANSYS software. The model is created in CATIA and then imported to ANSYS workbench. The loads acting on the tower considered are dead load, live load and dynamic loads (Seismic and wind). The existing tower has height of 40m, which includes ground clearance, maximum sag of the conductor, vertical spacing between conductor wire. Static and dynamic analysis is carried out in detail using FE based ANSYS software. Static, modal, response spectrum and wind analysis is performed. Response spectrum analysis is carried out for 0.3g, 0.4g, 0.5g ground accelerations by considering DBE (Design basis earthquake) for earthquake zone III. Wind zone considered is zone III. The wind pressure depends on the gust response factor, which increases with height. The behavior of existing tower (X type of bracing) is analyzed for different analysis. The maximum deformation, combined stresses, natural frequencies and direct stress are obtained and plotted graphically.
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I. INTRODUCTION TO TRANSMISSION LINE TOWERS

The need of electric power consumption has continued to increase in every country, the rate of demand being greater in the developing countries. The transmission line towers are one of most important life-line structures which help in transmitting electric power. The Transmission towers are necessary for the purpose of supplying electricity to various regions of the nation. In present scenario, there is increase in building of power stations and consequent increase in power transmission lines from the generating stations to the different corners. Interconnections between systems are also increasing to enhance reliability and economy. Transmission line should be stable and carefully designed so that they do not fail during natural disaster and should conform to the national and international standard. The planning and designing of a transmission line include a number of requirements of both structural and electrical. From the electrical point of view, the most important requirement is insulation and safe clearances of the power carrying conductors from the ground. The cross-section of conductors, the spacing between conductors, and the location of ground wires with respect to the conductors will decide the design of towers and foundations.

Transmission line is an integrated system consisting of conductor subsystem, ground wire subsystem and one subsystem for each category of support structure. Mechanical supports of transmission line represent a significant portion of the cost of the line and they play an important role in the reliable power transmission. They are designed and constructed in wide variety of shapes, types, sizes, configurations and materials. The supporting structure types used in transmission lines generally fall into one of the three categories: lattice, pole and guyed. The supports of EHV transmission lines are normally steel lattice towers. The cost of towers constitutes about quarter to half of the cost of transmission line and hence optimum tower design will bring in substantial savings.

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Research Publications

Many researchers have contributed towards analysis and design of transmission line towers using different configurations and software’s. They analyzed these towers for dynamic loadings with different bracing systems. While designing transmission towers with conventional geometries and conductor arrangements, the engineer has many design codes and guides available. Following are the research articles which highlights the work on these towers.

Karthik S. Sowjanya G.V [2015] investigated Static and dynamic analysis of transmission line tower under seismic loads. Square tower was considered and ANSYS software was used for analysis and modeling. Different types of bracing system were compared for different seismic zones. Study was carried out for different load cases. They concluded that K type bracing system showed lesser deflection as compared to X type bracing system. Further when compared with weight, K type showed least weight as that X type bracing system.

Mujamil, Banulatha G. N, Narayana G, Rajevea S. J [2015] studied dynamic analysis of transmission line tower for different sectional properties with fluid viscous dampers. Earthquake loads were considered for the analysis. They observed that dampers reduce the buildup of the strain energy and especially for near the resonance condition. Further they concluded that the angle section is better than box section after providing the dampers.
Sakthivel T and Sanjeevi R [2015] carried out Analysis and Design of multi circuit transmission line tower. The tower is designed as dead end angle tower and the design of transmission line tower are classified into structure design and electrical tower. The tower is separated into panels consisting of A-pattern and X-pattern bracings and leg members. The reduced weight is obtained by using single angle sections for belt members. The reduction in weight is achieved by using angle sections of thickness varying from 5-6mm, but not less than 5mm.

Gopi Sudam Punse [2014] performed Analysis and design of transmission line tower. The analysis and design of narrow based transmission tower using multi voltage and multi circuit is carried out. In this study constant loading parameters including wind forces are taken into account. After analysis the comparative study is presented with respective to slenderness effect, critical section, forces and deflections of both three legged and four legged tower. After analysis it was observed that tower with the angle section and X bracing system has greater reduction in the weight after optimization.

Srikanth L, Neelima Satyam D [2014] studied dynamic analysis of transmission line towers. They analyzed the tower against wind loading by IS 875:1987. The dynamic analysis of tower has been performed considering ground motion of 2001 Bhuj Earthquake (India). The analysis has been performed using numerical time stepping finite difference method which is central difference method were employed by a developed MATLAB program to get the normalized ground motion parameters includes acceleration, frequency, velocity which are important in designing the tower. The tower is analyzed using response spectrum analysis.

Pahwa S, Tiwari V, Jatwa H [2014] performed Analytical study of transmission tower subjected to wind and seismic loads optimization technique. The comparative study on transmission tower under wind and earthquake loads considering optimization technique are carried out. All the calculation and analysis is carried out using ANSYS software and EXCEL spreadsheet.

Raghavendra T [2012] studied Computer aided analysis and structural optimization of transmission line towers. They chosen typical 132 KV double circuit transmission line tower for optimizing the structure with respect to configuration and different materials as variable parameters. The result with respect to the member axial forces is validated in ANSYS. The number experimental configuration of the tower is obtained by increasing the base width of tower and also by decreasing the bracing pattern below the waist of the tower.

Addala G, Satyam D. N and Kumar R. P [2010] investigated dynamic Analysis of transmission towers under strong ground motion. The behavior of a single transmission tower system that are linked by conductor are studied in this research. The seismic analysis of the tower has been performed using SAP 2000. The model of the tower bracing is offset or staggered bracing system the transmission tower has been modeled and designed for the wind and other loading condition, the modeling is done using ANSYS. For the complete behavior of transmission line tower it is necessary to model the cables, and the present work extend in the future by modeling the cable and performing the dynamic nonlinear analysis.

A] Statement of Problem
The present work is aimed to analyze the transmission line tower single circuit of 220 KV chosen as case study from Bijapur district. These structures are prone to dynamic loading (seismic and wind). The static and dynamic characteristics of these structures will be studied which is pre requisite for their rational, economical and safer design

1] To analyze the transmission line tower by using finite element analysis (FEA) (ANSYS workbench).
2] The Study the linear static and dynamic analysis of the tower.
3] To Study the behavioral changes due to stress concentration, deflection of the present existing tower for dynamic load.
4] To Study different modes of vibrations and natural frequencies, subjected to earthquakes forces (for different ground acceleration).

B] Objectives of Present Study
The primary objectives of the study are as follows.
1] To Study the linear static analysis of existing transmission line tower (X type bracing system for combined stresses and Deflection).
2] To Study the free vibration analysis of existing tower using FEA.
3] To Study the modes of vibration, natural frequencies and combined stresses.
4] To Study the frequencies, stresses for existing tower subject to earthquake excitation (ground acceleration).
5] To Study the deflection pattern subjected to wind load acting on the tower.
6] To Find dynamic characteristics of present existing tower and finding out dominant load.

C] Methodology
Based on the objectives of present work following methodology has been set.
1] Static Analysis – Dead Load or Self-Weight and live load.
2] Dynamic Analysis – Seismic Analysis, wind analysis
3] ANSYS (work bench) software. [Link element]. Modeling is carried out using CATIA.
Ⅲ. INTRODUCTION TO FEM PACKAGE (ANSYS SOFTWARE)

ANSYS V.15 is an integrated design analysis tool based on the FEM developed by ANSYS, Inc. It has its own tightly integrated pre and post-processor. The ANSYS product documentation is excellent and it includes commands reference: operations guide; modeling and meshing guide; basic analysis procedures guide; advanced analysis guide; element reference; theory reference; structural analysis guide; thermal analysis guide; electromagnetic fields analysis guide; fluid dynamics guide; and coupled field analysis guide. Taken together, these manuals provide descriptions of the procedures, commands, elements, and theoretical details needed to use the ANSYS program. All of the above manuals except the ANSYS theory reference are available online through the ANSYS help system, which can be accessed either as a standalone system or from within the ANSYS program. ANSYS is a complete FEA simulation software package developed by ANSYS Inc-USA. The company was founded in 1970 by Dr. JOHN SWANSON and originally named as Swanson Analysis systems; Inc. ANSYS is the original name for the commercial products. ANSYS have a big family of products, which are developed to deal with special purpose problems.

Ⅳ. INTRODUCTION TO FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING

The Basis of the finite element method is the representation of a body or a structure by discretizing and then assembling of subdivisions called finite elements. The Finite Element Method translates partial differential equation problems into a set of linear algebraic equations. The finite element method is a numerical technique of solving differential equations describing a physical phenomenon. It is a convenient way to find displacements and stresses of structures at definite physical coordinates called nodes. The structure to be analyzed is discretized into finite elements connected to each other at their nodes. Elements are defined and equations are formed to express nodal forces in terms of the unknown nodal displacements, based on known material constitutive laws. Many software programs are available in the market for the analysis of structures by this method. In the present study, the computer program ANSYS is used for the analyses.

The tower was modeled as a steel structure. For the static analysis, the loads considered were dead load and live load. CATIA and ANSYS software were used for modeling. CATIA was used to draw the line model of tower then the line model is exported to ANSYS, then properties and loads were assigned.

A] Details of Transmission Line Tower

A Transmission line tower of 40m height is considered for the analysis. Case study is considered and the analysis is carried out using ANSYS Workbench software.

1. Location of tower- Bijapur
2. Zone - Zone III
3. Height of tower- 40m
4. Bracing system-X type bracing system
5. Number of panel -15 number
6. Capacity of tower-220KV
7. Single circuit transmission line tower
8. Importance factor of tower -1.5
9. Reduction factor of tower- 3

B] Input Geometrical Data

1. Height of tower- 40m
2. Bottom width of tower -10.650m
3. Importance factor - 1.5
4. Response Reduction factor of – 3 [Steel frame with concentric braces].
5. Damping ratio - 2%
6. Zone – Z=0.16.
7. Soil Type- Soft soil.

Manual calculations are carried out for sag tension in conductors, wind load on conductor and ground wire, wind calculation for X type bracing system, sag and tension calculation for 220KV Transmission tower, Response spectrum calculations for 0.3g, 0.4g, 0.5g ground accelerations. For wind calculations the forces are converted to joint load and are applied on the tower.

Ⅴ. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS

Static Analysis [Load Combination DL+LL]

Static analysis is carried out by modeling the transmission line tower in CATIA using dimensions. The prepared model is imported to ANSYS Workbench and then material properties, loads are assigned. Dead load and live load are acted on the tower and solution is run. The results are read in post processor.
Modal Analysis

Modal analysis in structural mechanics is used to determine the vibration characteristics (natural frequencies and mode shapes) of a structure. The natural frequencies and mode shapes are important parameters in the design of a structure for dynamic loading conditions. They are also required if you want to perform spectrum analysis or a mode-superposition harmonic or transient analysis. It is common to use the finite element method (FEM) to perform this analysis because, like other calculations using the FEM, the object being analyzed can have arbitrary shape and the results of the calculations are acceptable.

Procedure: Model is created in CATIA and then imported to ANSYS software. The modal analysis is carried out by extracting 10 modes. The first 10 number of modes is extracted and natural frequencies are obtained. The deformations and stresses are also obtained for 10 numbers of modes. The results are read in post processor.
Graph 1: Graphical representation of natural frequency v/s modes

Graph 2: Graphical representation of maximum and minimum deflection v/s modes

Response Spectrum analysis

A spectrum analysis is one in which the results of a modal analysis are used with a known spectrum to calculate displacements and stresses in the model. It is mainly used in place of a time-history analysis to determine the response of structure to random or time-dependent loading conditions such as earthquakes, wind loads, ocean wave loads, jet engine thrust, rocket motor vibrations, etc. The spectrum is a graph of spectral value versus frequency that captures the intensity and frequency content of time-history loads.

Procedure: Model is created in CATIA and then imported to ANSYS software. The response spectrum analysis is carried out for 0.3g, 0.4g and 0.5g ground accelerations. The response spectra curves are plotted for 0.3g, 0.4g, 0.5g considering DBE (Design basis earthquake). The values of frequency and accelerations of corresponding response spectra curves are calculated and then assigned in response spectrum method. By SRSS method of mode combination, the problem is run and then output is read in post processor.

Fig 7: Total Deformation for 0.3g

Fig 8: Total Deformation for 0.4g
Wind analysis

Procedure: Model is created in CATIA and then imported to ANSYS software. The wind load calculations are carried out for existing tower. The wind zone considered is zone III. The calculated loads are assigned on each node from top to bottom of the tower. The analysis is run and output is reading post processor.
VI. SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

The present paper deals with the study of static and dynamic analysis of transmission line tower (X type of bracing system) of 220KV single circuit. The present tower is chosen as case study existing in Bijapur district. An attempt has been made in analysis and modeling of transmission line tower using CATIA and Finite element based ANSYS software. The model is created in CATIA and then imported to ANSYS Workbench. The link element is used for the modeling. In the present study the behavioral changes due to deflection and stresses of transmission line tower against static and dynamic loadings is carried out. Following are the conclusions drawn from the analysis.

1) The Value of Maximum deformation obtained in the case of static analysis is $6.607 \times 10^{-10}$ (m) and maximum combined stress is 1.5408 Pa.

2) In free vibration analysis of existing transmission line tower of X type of bracing system.
   a) As the number of mode is increased, the value of natural frequencies gradually increases. For first three modes, the natural frequency remains almost constant and thereafter increases in higher modes. (Refer graph no 1)
   b) It is observed that for increasing number of modes, the value of maximum deformation increases in the same line the stresses also increase (Refer graph no 2).
   c) As the number of modes is increased, the effect of deformation shifts from top to bottom region of the tower. The natural frequency for fourth mode attains maximum value and thereafter gradually increases for higher number of modes.

3) In Response spectrum analysis for 0.3g, 0.4g, 0.5g ground acceleration
   a) The variation of deformation and stresses increases as ground acceleration is increased. (Refer graph no 3).
   b) The value of deformation and stresses obtained for different ground accelerations corresponds to the response spectra curves plotted for those ground accelerations.

4) In Dynamic analysis, wind loads are dominating as compared to earthquake forces in zone III.

5) On comparing all the analysis i.e. Static, Modal, Response spectrum, wind. The deformation value is maximum in case of wind analysis. Thus wind load prove to be dominant among all loads for present existing tower. (Refer graph no 4)

6) The analysis carried out using finite element analysis (ANSYS software) gives appropriate solutions including nodal, element, and member solutions.
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